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ORIGIN OF UNIVERSE  

1) What is universe.  

2) How it is origin.  

 

 

Before origin of universe, the entire space (universe) is having a minute particles (like 

dust) that particles are smaller than compare to electrons and protons. Before origin of 

universe is showing look like a smog. A diagram is furnished below.  

 

 

 

 
 

Before origin of universe, the particles are irregularly moved from one place to 

another place with light velocity. So that the particles are have wave nature also some 

particles are having positive charge, some particles are negative and some of the 

particles are neutral charge. The distance of these particles are very more. After some 

years the particles are changed as electrons, protons & neutrons and formed atoms 

(elements).    

At that time the temperate is very high so the atoms are in existing state. In this 

condition the atoms are react with another atom this phenomena is continuously 

going on and finally so many big liquid mass are formed in the universe the distance 

of these mass are very long. In this mass many reactions are occurred hence after 

some years the mass are burst with big sound so the liquid mass are spread in the 

space. While the mass are burst the temperate is more than one lakh degree celsius. In 

present days this is called big bang theory.    
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ORIGIN OF SUN STARS & PLANETS AND ALSO GALAXY 

While bursting the liquid mass the pieces of liquid mass were irregularly spreading in 

the space. In that time the pieces are gradually loss the energy (heat) and change to 

solid get some gravitational forces between them and then revolving. The gas (heat 

energy) was released from the hot mass. This gas mostly contain hydrogen. This 

hydrogen gas is very lesser wait hence this gas is go away form the pieces of mass 

before getting the gravitational force between the pieces of mass. The density of 

hydrogen gas is very more we can’t imagination when the gravitational force was 

formed between pieces of mass the hydrogen gas dungeon in this gravitational force. 
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Hence the gas get a spherical in shape. Now this spherical shape gases are called stars 

and sun. Sun also a big star.  

 

So many liquid mass were burst hence pieces of liquid mass are spread throughout the 

space irregularly. Any liquid try to get occupy the small space so the above said liquid 

pieces have spherical in shape. Now this liquid pieces are called planets. Thus so 

many planets and stars are formed in the universe. Every star dungeon some force of 

planets these planets are revolving around the star hence every star is get having 

spherical in shape. The above said group of planets, stars, etc..., are now called 

galaxy. Every big mass or a group of mass are formed a galaxy after burst.  

 

At first the planets are butting until formation of gravitational force. After some years 

they have revolving in the particular ways i.e., called orbits. Thus so many sun 

families are formed in the space. No doubt the entire universe is formed from the 

atoms because the planetary model is similar to atomic model.  
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FORMED MANY SUN FAMILIES: 

These many sun families are called galaxy. If one galaxy is formed the total above 

said phenomena is occurred. Hence so many big bangs are burst in one galaxy. At 

present also a small mass are bursting in every galaxy until they will exit and 

formation of planets. The planets are released a hot gas like hydrogen and other gases.   

 

 

THE EARTH 

Oh wonder, the earth is beautiful planet in the universe. When the big mass is burse 

the small pieces are spread in the space. In that pieces one of the piece is earth. At the 

time of origin of earth the earth is very hot fire sphere and liquid in state.  

 

Gradually the earth was cool and changed to solid when the earth is cool so many 

gasses were released from the earth like O2, H2, N2, Na, Cl2, etc., these gases formed a 
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high density of clouds so the clouds are cool and change to liquid hence, the rainfalls 

are continuously occurred. Later the earth was cool to minus degrees.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ORIGIN OF LIFE ON THE EARTH 

At the time of origin of earth the elements like oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, 

phosphorus, sulphur are combined and form different structures of DNA. The DNA is 

nothing but life. This DNA is 1st life on the earth. This DNA is arrange a thin layer 

around it. Gradually small virus, bacteria and small protozoa animals are formed after 

so many years later the plants and big animals are developed in evolution. Different 

animals and plants are developed by the different structures of DNA.       

 

 

EARTH LIKE PLANETS & ALIENS 

At the time of origin of universe plenty of earth like planets are formed in the 

universe. No doubt the aliens are also born in the above said earth like planets. They 

were also developed in evolution as well as human on our earth.  Some of the aliens 

are more advanced than human and some of the aliens are more primitive or under 

developed based on the condition and atmosphere of the planet where the aliens are 

alive.  
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FORMATION OF OCEANS ON THE EARTH 

At the time of origin of earth the earth is very hot and released some gases these gases 

formed the clouds hence, the rain is continuously falling so the earth is having ¾ of 

water now we known as oceans. At that time the clouds are also having Na and Cl 

hence now the oceans are having salty water.  

 

 

FORMATION OF MOUNTAINS 

The earth is contain lot of elements (Total 118) from hydrogen to oganessone at the 

time of origin of earth the earth was in liquid state in this liquid lot of metals are 

present. The metals are quickly released heat and changed to solid state. The 

mountains and hills are mostly contained metals so the metals in mountains and hills 

are quickly loss the heat energy. When the metals are quickly released the heat then 

the tallest mountains are formed. The different elements are having different boiling 

and melting points so the elements are to be cold in difference times so the earth is 

having elevations and pits.  

 

 

CYCLE OF UNIVERSE 

Formation of universe is also one cycle like water circle on the earth.  
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Some crores of years later the every galaxy will be change to its 1st stage i.e., small 

particles as shown in the above figure.  

 

 

EARTH QUAKES  
 

 
 

The middle of the earth mostly contain magma i.e., all metals and all substances are in 

liquid state. If the density of magma is increased than the magma moved towards low 

density hence the earth is shaking i.e., called earth quake. The temperature is 

gradually increased on the earth due to pollution, when the temperature is increased 

then the density of magma will be increased. So the earth quakes are frequently 

occurred. If the earth quakes are frequently occurred perhaps the earth change its orbit 

so we should save the earth.      
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SAVE THE EARTH  

The pollution is very much increased on the earth due to abnormal using of chemicals 

like pesticides, fuels, etc. There is only one way for decrease the pollution on the earth 

i.e., the using of chemicals will be gradually mitigate otherwise earth will be spoiled.   

 

 

POLLUTION EFFECT ON THE EARTH   

1) The monsoons are gradually disappeared so sudden heavy rain falls are occurred 

due to cumulonimbus clouds and the tornados are also formed. 

2) Heavy cyclones are formed. In India average rainfall is 90cm per year but 100-

150cm rainfalls are occurred within 24 hours in future due to pollution. 

 

      

INCREASING THE TEMPERATURE   

The temperature is also gradually increased so the snow at the earth poles is change to 

(water) liquid state hence the oceans are increased.  

 

 

PERCENTAGE OF OXYGEN IN THE ATMOSPHERE    

Now the oxygen percentage in atmosphere is nearly 20%. But the percentage of 

oxygen will be decreased due to abnormal using of chemicals. Oxygen is highly 

reacted element so oxygen react immediately to surrounding elements. Hence the 

percentage of oxygen is gradually decreased.   

 

 

WHEN THE EARTH IS DESTROYED   

There is two chances are possible to destroy the earth 1st one is earth change its orbit 

due to pollution i.e, when the earth quake is more than 20 on the rector scales. 2nd one 

is if any asteroid fall on the earth.  

 

 

FORMATION OF CYCLONES    

When the monsoons are disappeared then the super cyclones are formed in all oceans 

so within 24 hours 100cm above rainfalls are occurred on the earth. The 

cumulonimbus clouds are formed due to this clouds tornados are formed and these 

tornados ruin the particular places on the earth.   

 

 

MIND & SPIRIT     
 

Mind:- When the man is conscious then the man is having mind i.e., the man who is 

thinking for something in conscious condition such thought is depend on the brain. He 

known what he was thought that is called mind.  
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Spirit:- When the man is unconscious then the man is having spirit i.e. ,the man who 

is thinking for something in unconscious condition such thought is also depend on the 

brain but he did not known what he was thought that is called spirit.  

 

The mind and spirit is present in alive human but the mind and spirit is spoiled when 

the human is dead.  

 

 

EVIL & GOD    

No evil & god are present in the universe but some super natural power is present i.e., 

god and i.e., evil. If that the super natural power is done a good to human that time 

such power is called god. If that the power is done a bad to human that time such 

power is called evil.  

 

Example: The electrical power. Now a days no electrical power we can’t able to 

survive so the electrical power is god. But if we touch the electrical power 

unexpectedly then we will dies, at that time we think electrical power is evil.  Hence 

power is same but in different times we thought god and evil also.  So no evil & god 

in the universe. A super natural power is god and also evil.    

 

 

GOD 

No doubt no god in the universe but nature is god. God is the super natural power we 

can’t able to see or imagine. The electron is god because the main reason to origin of 

universe is electron so electron is god. The god is created by the human. Human is 

created by the universe but no god in the universe.  

 

Example: H, C, N, O, S and P are non living organisms (elements) but the DNA is 

created by the nature by using above elements. The DNA is having life so some 

natural power we don’t know what is that is present in every element that power is 

god. Because life is not an ordinary thing.    

   

 

ALIENS 

Plenty of earth like planets are present in the universe and the aliens are also alive on 

that planets no doubt. But we can’t able to reach to that planets because the distance 

from earth is very more (thousands of light years or lakhs of light years distance).  

 

 

EARTH QUAKE   

If the temperature is increased on the earth then the soil which is near to magma will 

be changed to liquid state. Hence, in that place increase the concentration of magma 

so the magma moves towards low concentration. Then the earth is shaking if we are 

indentify where the concentration of magma is increased then early we find out the 

centre point of the earth quake before coming the earth quake.    
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METOER    

In the universe every substance is dungeon some force so the substance is stable in 

particular place. But if any abnormal force is on that substance then the substance is 

motion.     

 

Example: Every planets and asteroids are stable in particular place or revolving in 

specific orbits. But if any pressure due to abnormal force is occurred on that planets 

and asteroids then they are moving in the space and fall on near planet.  Such type of 

asteroids are called meteor. But some meteors are moving more velocity so such type 

of meteors are escaped from the gravitational force of near planet.   

 

 
 

 

THE MAGMA     

The middle of the earth is mostly contain liquid magma. At present days the 

temperature is gradually increased on centre of earth from one year to next due to 

pollution so the soil which is nearly to magma is dissolve in the magma hence the 

magma is gradually increased in the earth then the density of magma is slowly 

increased so the increased magma is slowly moves towards polars of the earth. At this 

time the small earth quakes are formed but the humans are not physically identify 

because the earth quakes are measured on rector scale is maximum 0.9 to 3 below. 

When the magma is moves towards polars of the earth then the density of magma is 

very more at polars so again the magma moves from polar to middle of the earth. At 

this time the big earth quakes are formed i.e., more than 6 on the rector scale. These 

earth quakes are more dangerous to survive of Human and all living organisms.       
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HOW THE EARTH WILL DESTROYED AND AFTER DESTROYED THE 

EARTH 

1) Earth quakes above 20 on rector scale. 

2) Volcanoes explode. 

3)  Asteroids fall on the earth.   

4)  Black holes attraction. 

5) Sun change to neutron star.   

6) Lack of oxygen. 

7) Hydrogen gas spread in sun.  

8) A butt with the planets.  

9) Comet fall on the earth.  

 

If any of the above abnormal condition the earth will be destroyed (except 6). So no 

living organisms are possible to survive on the earth.  

 

1) Earth quakes: When the earth quake above 20 on the rector scale then the earth 

may be change its orbit. The earth velocity is also change hence the earth may be to 

butt with another planet. So living organisms will be destroyed.    

 

2) Volcanoes: When the big volcanoes are explored then the dust particles are to stop 

the sun light fall on the earth. So the temperature gradually decreased to minus 

degrees hence living organisms will be destroyed.     

 

3) Asteroid fall on the earth: If any asteroid fall on the earth then the temperature is 

increased because one asteroid is equal to one thousand nuclear bombs. Hence the 

living organisms will be destroyed.  
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4) Black holes attraction: Sometimes the big stars will be changed to neutron stars 

such type of stars are contraction thus the star is occupy very small space in this 

condition the star is having more gravitational force even the light is also not escaping 

from that stars such type of stars are known as black holes. If the black holes are 

moves towards earth then the earth will be destroyed.  

 

5) Sun changed to neutron star: If the sun will be changed as neutron star after 500 

crores years the sun will be changed as neutron star then the sun attract the earth then 

the earth will be destroyed.  

 

6) Lack of oxygen: The oxygen percentage gradually decreased in the atmosphere 

due to pollution. Then the living  organisms will not survive on the earth. 

 

7) Hydrogen gas spread in the sun: If the gravitation force disturbed in the sun 

family due to any abnormal phenomena is occurred then the hydrogen gas will be 

spread over the space then the earth will be destroyed.  

 

8) A butt with the planets: If the planets are butting with nearest planet then the 

earth will be spoiled.  

 

9) Comet fall on the earth: If any big comet fall on the earth then the dust particles 

are covered the sun light and high energy (equal to nuclear bomb’s heat energy) is 

released. Then the living organisms will not survive on the earth.  

 

 

*** 

Hence, first we are all do to protect the earth. 


